BRUNDER BARIATRIC LAPAROSCOPY

BARIATRIC SURGERY WITH THE RETRACT-ROBOT

(MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE USA)

THE NEVER TIRING, TOTALLY OBEIDENT SURGICAL ASSISTANT

The most versatile tool for the Operating Room and the most quality cost efficient operating room purchase you can make.

Bariatric surgery performed by Dr. Mark Colquitt, M.D. of Blount Memorial Medical Center, Maryville, TN, utilizing the Retract-Robot (list #ARO08801, with 26” long shaft) and the Nathanson’s style liver retractor (list #ARO42000 or #ARO43000).

The Retract-Robot offers greater freedom and ease of use for the surgeon.

- The Retract-Robot is attached over the surgical drape of the operating table with our sterile clamp (list no. ARO09056) to the side rail for greater room, operative convenience and sterility
- Retractor placement and pressure can be controlled for optimal exposure
- Stable and constant traction, as required by the surgeon
- Less clutter in the operating field and greater exposure equals improved performance
- Minimizes staff requirements
**BRUDER presents...**

The ideal instrument for Bariatric Surgery for liver retraction/elevation using the RETRACT-ROBOT and Nathanson Style Liver Retractor or Kite Retractor.

---

**The RETRACT-ROBOT:**
The never-tiring, totally obedient surgical assistant for bariatric surgery & retractor used in conjunction

**ORDERING INFORMATION:**

- ARO08801  RETRACT-ROBOT WITH EXTRA LONG ARM
- ARO09053  STERIL CLAMP: AUTOCLAVABLE CLAMP FOR MOUNTING TO THE TABLE ABOVE THE SURGICAL DRAPE
- ARO42000  NATHANSON STYLE LIVER RETRACTORS, 6.5MM DIA., SET OF 3 (SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE)
- ARO43000  NATHANSON STYLE LIVER RETRACTORS, 5MM DIA., SET OF 3 (SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE)
- ARO51515  ARTICULATING FAN RETRACTOR/ELEVATOR, 5MM DIA., 37CM
- ARO51015  ARTICULATING FAN RETRACTOR/ELEVATOR, 10MM DIA., 37CM
- ARO51150  CURVED KITE-SHAPED RETRACTOR, 5MM DIA., 45CM
- ARO50550  STRAIGHT KITE-SHAPED RETRACTOR, 10MM DIA., 45CM

Save and buy direct from the manufacturer.
We design, manufacture & sell the tools the surgeons use.

---

**ARROW MEDICAL SUPPLY INC**
Telephone Number: (847) 367-7771
Web Site: www.arrowmedical.com

**BRUDER** specializes in the design and manufacture of new and innovative instruments, the repair of all competitive products and a fast turn-around time on repairs.

**ARROW MEDICAL SUPPLY INC**
28085 N Ashley Circle Bldg 105
Libertyville IL 600486
Telephone Number: (847) 367-7771
Fax Number: (847)367-7751
Email: info@arrowmedical.com